
3 Plane stress model: transforming 
stress components and directions 

3.1 Labelllng a plane stress element for a point 
You saw in Section 1.2 how a variety of normal and shear stresses are 
generated within a material even for a simple onedimensional applied 
load. As can be imagined, the analysis of stress in three. dimensions is 
highly complicated, so I shall limit my discussion to the analysis of hvo- 
dimensional systems. Figure 32 shows a small element of material upon 
which are stresses on the planes perpendicular to the X and y directions. 
There are no normal and shear stresses on the two planes perpendicular to 
the z direction. This system is known as plane stress. It is sometimes 
referred to as a two-dimensional or bi-axial stress system. At first sight it 
may only seem appropriate for perhaps a flat plate with stresses on the 
edges parallel to the plane of the plate. It is possible, however, to extend the 
application of the plane stress model to components or bodies which are 
relatively thin in relation to their other dimensions. 

Plane stress is also useful in modelling the stress pattern at or near the 
surface of a three-dimensional body, because it often happens that stresses 
are highest near the surface, and useful two-dimensional stress data are 
derived from strain-gauge transducers struck onto the surface, where by 
implication there isn't a stress in the third z direction. (Exceptions to this 
might be a normal compressive stress due to external pressure or perhaps 
a shear stress due to some fluid flow. These are usually negligible in 
comparison to stresses in the X and y directions, and even then could be 
considered by superimposing them on the plane stress model.) The 
analysis of stress in this Unit is concerned only with plane stress. This, 
however, with a few extra considerations, is sufficient in practice for a great 
many real situations. 

In the analysis of stress in a loaded component we consider an incremen- 
tally small element of material whose faces have finite area over which a 
stress is assumed constant. The element is small enough however for us to 
talk of the stress at a point in the material. In other words, the stress 
element, complete with all its face stresses, describes the state of stress at a 
point in the component material. When considering a particular stress at a 
point, the plane upon which it is acting can be regarded as a face of an 
element. If we have a plane inclined from this plane we can regard these 
planes as faces of elements which are themselves inclined to one another by 
the same angle. 

It is possible to determine from one known stress element the stresses on 
any other inclined element at the same point. In fact the complete pattern 
of stress at a point, including the maximum and minimum values of both 
normal and shear stresses, and their directions, can be determined from the 
stresses on any single element at the point. A whole range of stress 
elements at a point can be studied using stress data trMsfonned from such 
a known element. This is the object of the exercise - to determine stresses 
on various other elements having sufficient data about one single element. 
In particular we are concerned about those elements upon which the 
stresses are a maximum or a minimum, as the material performance under 
stress is related to these extreme values. 

In many textbooks stresses are labelled with two suffices which refer at a 
point to some chosen axes X and y. The first suffix refers to the normal to 
the plane the stress is acting on, the direction pointing outwards from the 
element. The second suffix refers to the dirwtion of the stress itself. The 
sign convention for a stress is a function of the signs of both suffices 
(remember that the plane has to be specified as well as the stress itself). 
Figure 32 shows my two-dimensional stress element (greatly enlarged) 
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Figure 33 

which represents the state of applied stresses at a point in a component. I 
have shown the normal and shear stresses separately in (a) and (b). Note 
that as there is no applied stress in the z direction (out of the page), it is 
usual to just draw the side view of the complete element as in (c). Figure 
32(c) then shows the general plane stress element. 

For this course I shall simplify the labclling and sign convention systems 
by omitting the su5icfs except where necessary, and say simply that for 
normal stresses, tensile stresses are positive, compressive stresses are 
negative. For shear stresses I take those acting to the right of the outwards 
normal to the plane to be positive, those acting to the left of the normal to 
be negative. (I am assuming that you will read the elements by looking at 
the page surface in the usual way!) 

The M sign c o n v e n t i o n , / ~  33) Is: 
.\ 
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shear 8tms a&g to thb'rightlof tbe wtw& w d  +. 

In specifying the state of stress for a surfaa I want you to become used to 
writing the normal stress a and the shear stress r as a atreas component pair 
(a, 7). Take particular note of the order, which must be (normal stress, 
shear stress). In this way a stnss pair (20.1s) MN means that the 
normal stress on the sudace is 20 MN m-' outwards, that is tensile, a d  
the shear s t m  is 15MNm-' to the right of the outwards normal 
(Figure 34). It is most important to realise that this sign convention a p  
plies irrespective of the orientation of the surface. Figure 35 shows other 
stress component examples, including stresses with negative values. You 
should check this figwe carefully to ensure that you fully underatand the 
sign convention for stressa. 

All nresln (20.15) MN m-' 
Ffgurc 34 

l 6  
(-l6.-12)MNm-' (50.-90)MNn-2 (0,-21J)~~m-s (-180.0)MNrn-i 

Figure 35 
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Figure 36 shows stresses on four elements. If the components given 
underneath are incorrect, then give the comct ones. 

To locate a particular plane we refer to the angle between the outwards 
normal and a known direction (e.g. the x-axis). In Figure 37 for example 
the orientation of plane AB is 40' from the x-axis. 



SA0 25 YL$-- 
(a) For the element of Figure 37 list the stress components of all faces of f PO 

the element. , 40' 

(b) The orientation of a face is defined as the angle between the outwards 15 MN m-' 25 M N  m-:' 

normal and the X direction. The orientation of the face AB is 40". a 20MNm-' 

What is the orientation of the face BC? 
20 M N  m-' 1 5 M N m - '  

SA0 S 25 MN m-' 

Face AB of a square element ABCD has an orientation of 60". The stress Figure 37 
components on the face AB are (- 50, -40) MN m-2 and on the face BC 
are (-60,40) MN m-'. Draw the element and show the stresses on all 
faces. 

3.2 Transformlng an applled normal stress 
For a particular loading condition we can choose an element of material at 
some point of interest on our structural member and determine the applied 
stresses on the element. These can be calculated from knowledge of the 
applied loads, and the geometry of the component, or calculated from 
measurements of strain using strain gauge transducers bonded to the 
surface of the member. Our problem is that we need to determine the worst 
case stress elements at the point, which in all probability do not coincide 
with the one we have chosen. 

We have seen already how a variety of normal and shear stresses in various 
directions may arise even for the simplest of applied loads and stresses. 
Some of these may be bigger than the applied ones, so we need to be sure 
we have allowed for these maximum values. Also, for example, it may be 
that our material is sensitive to shear stress failure (as many are), so we 'L 

X 
need to know the maximum shear stress generated within the material, and C 
where the plane of maximum shear stress is. 

Figure 38 shows a greatly enlarged stress element for a point, upon which 
we have a known applied stress a,. The element is in equilibrium and we 
want to know what are the stresses (a,, r,) generated on any plane inclined 
at angle 0 to the applied stress plane, and hopefully find out where the 
maximum land minimum) values occur. and what thev are in relation to A 
the applied stress a,. Figure 38 

Let the area of cross-section of the element (plane ABCD) be A. The 
magnitude of the force F on the element due to stress a, is thus a,A. We 
can now draw a free-body diagram of part of the element and resolve this 
force into components on the plane, Figure 39. (Remember that we cannot 
resolve stresses.) 

So the normal stress is given by 

F cos e 
a#=- 

A /cos 0 

F 
and as -- A - a,.= 
we have a, = a, cos2 0 

Fain B 
Thus for any plane at any angle B we cao determine the normal stress on it 
in terms of the applied stress a,,. 

W 
Figure 39 



Similarly for the shear stress: 

Thus we can also determine the shear stress in term of the applied stress 
a,. Notice that an applied normal stress a, generates both normal and 
shear stresses within the ekment (i.e. on the faces ot anothcr ekmcnt inclined 
to the first one). The inclined face could be wnsidered as the surface of 
another element, area AIws0. 

Using the trigonometric relationships 

w s 2 0 = ~ ( l + w s 2 0 )  and sin20=2sin0cos0 

we can rewrite the equations for uo and re as: 

These equations transform the applied stress into the general stresses a, 
and r,. So far, so good; but we are particularly interested in maximum 
values for a, and r,. You may recall that maximum values can be 
determined by differentiation: 

i.e. duo -=o d ~ ,  - and -- 0 at maxima (and minima) 
do d0 

Thus for the nonnal stress, differentiating the equation for a, we have 

!!3= -, a,  sin 20 
dB 2 

= O  .'.0=0 

Thus the maximum value of a. occurs on a plane at 0 = 4 and its value can 
be determined by substituting back: 

= a, 

(The minimum value for a, is zero, and corresponds to B = n/2, but we are 
not interested in minimum values here, nor subsequently for re.) 

In other words for an applied stress a maximum stress is generated 
a. = a== on a parallel plane. Repeating the proass for the shear stress: 

. . ws20=0  

. . 20 = 90" 

. . 0=45" 

Substituting back 

This looks interesting because it shows that the same normal stress a,. 
also generates a maximum shear stress, re = a d 2  on a plane at 45". Thus 
if we have a material susceptible to shear stress failure (as ductile materials 
tend to be) even though we are only applying a single nonnal stress the 
component may fail on the plane of maximum shear stress at 45" to the 
applied load, Figure 40. 



Figure 40 Aluminium alloy failing on plane ofr 
vertical compressiue load 

3.3 Transforming an applied shear stress 
Now let us consider a stress element in equilibrium subjected to a known 
applied shear stress, as may occur for example in a shaft subjected to a 
twisting torque. Figure 41 shows such a shaf? and an enlarged view of an 
element. The applied shear stress is T,,, so 7, must be the equal 
complementary shear stress (Section 1.2). 

Figure 41 applied shear stress, 7, 

A 

By carrying out the same procedure and resolving the forces applied to the 
portion of the element we derive the equations for the general stresses U,, 
7, which transform the known applied stresses as follows: 

o, = r,, sin 28 

7, = -7, cos 28 

Again by differentiating to find the maximum conditions 

d7, and - = 2lXy sin 28 = 0 :. 8 = 0 
dB 

So o, (max) = 7, at 45" 

and 7, (mm) = -lxy at On 

This tells us that for an element subject to pure shear then is generated 
within the element a maximum shear stress 5, equal in value to the applied 
shear stress, on a plane parallel to the applied stress plane. Note, however, 



(b) 
Figure 42 Failures in 
torsiom ( a )  sho/r of ductile 
material. ( b )  shaf~ of brittle 
material 

Note that r,, and T,. are both treated as positive as drawn in Figure 43 and 
when substituting values into the transformation equations. You must 
therefore be particularly careful to note that the plane stress transfor- 
mation equations apply to the element exactly as shown in Figure 43, so if 
any of your stress directions are different you must reverse the relevant 
signs in the equations. Sections 4 and 5 introduce a graphical technique to 
analyse and transform plane stress components, in which the simplified 
sign conveation (Section 3.1) is appropriate, and r,, would be considered 
negative. There are two sign conventions therefore for shear stresses, one 
for the mathematical calculation using the above transformation equa- 
tions, and another for the graphical method. 

that there is also generated a maximum normal tensile stress equal in value 
to the applied shear stress, but on a plane at 45". Thus our ductile material 
will tend to fail on the plane of maximum shear stress - i.e. straight 
across. If it is a more brittle material however (which tends to fail under 
tensile stresses), it may well fail on the plane of maximum tensile stress - 
i.e. at 45", Figure 4 2  

We can consider other element loading conditions, and develop the 
relevant transformation equations. It is not necessary for you to derive 
such transformation equations, but you should appreciate how they are 
derived by considering the equilibrium of forces and moments on 
individual elements of material. In practice we combine the various 
element loading conditions and develop a general set of transformation 
equations which cover all plane stress elements 

3.4 Plane stress transformatlon equations 
Figure 43 shows an element subject to a variety of stresses in two 
dimensions, the side view of which was shown in Figure 32. 

Figure 43 Plane stress element 

This element is in plane stress (Section 3.1), i.e. subject to a general hvo- 
dimensional stress field. Again, by considering the analysis of equilibrium 
of forces throughout the element we can eventually derive the tramfor- 
mation equations to get the general s t n s s s  a,, r, in terms of the applied 
stresses as follows: 

These a n  the plane stress transformation equations, frequently used in 
stress analysis. Rather than try to derive transformation equations for 
your particular element it is better to refer your element to Figure 43 and 
substitute appropriate values in the transformation equations. Notice how 
by substitution of the relevant zero values we can quickly derive the 
equations for the elements discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 above. 



The stresses at a particular point in a loaded component in equilibrium are 
known to be as depicted by the stress element shown in Figure 43, where 
a,  = 76 MN mW2, ayy =24 MN m-=, r ,  = T, = 15 MN m-' (in the 
directions shown, signs already allowed for). What are the stress values at 
the point on planes with angles L9 shown below? Fill in the missing values 
in the table. 

Plane angle Normal stress, a, Shear stress, re 
L9 MN m-' MN m-? 

We can draw the following conclusions from Section 3, in particular from 
SAQ 27: 

ses at a p o m r % q s q : F , ~ n e o .  oy an ewmenr. 
, . , . . . . , , , .,., , , , , ' .  :: , . ,  :. 

s tressesonl~~~ular~e lement  csn bk tran 
on difefenf el'%ents at the same point. 

ramformed stresses on other ekments can be bigget than tl: 

e normal stress woatd appear to rise to some maximum valu 
us then is one element at some angle to the known element, u p  
ich acts the maximum normal at the point. 

imilarly the shear str'ess appears to risa to some maximum value a 
different element at some other an& to the known element. 

It should now be clear that whilst one single element is sufficient to 
completely describe the stress field (i.e. all the a,, T ,  components), there 
must be particular elements where a, and T ,  have maximum values. 
Perhaps the equations could be solved for many more discrete values of L9 
between 0 and 180" (an ideal task for a computer), or for the mathemati- 
cally inclined perhaps the transformation equations could be solved for 
maximum values using differential calculus. Fortunately there is a graph- 
ical method which with practice is extremely quick in determining the 
location of maximum stress elements, and the values of the maximum 
normal and shear stresses, which is the subject of the next section. 




